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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA Case No. 08-80013-Civ-Marra/Johnson



GLOBAL PATENT HOLDINGS, LLC, Plaintiff, versus PANTHERS BRHC L.L.C. d.b.a. THE BOCA RATON RESORT & CLUB, Defendant.



DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO STRIKE SCANDALOUS AND IMPERTINENT MATTER IN PLAINTIFF’S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT Defendant Panthers BRHC L.L.C. (“Boca Resort”) moves to strike scandalous and impertinent matters in Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure because the matter (1) invades the privacy of individuals who are in no way involved in the suit and is misused by Plaintiff in an offensive and insensitive manner, or (2) disparages Boca Resort’s alleged ultimate owner, also a non-party, on matters that are irrelevant to Boca Resort, its business, or the subject matter of the suit. In support of its motion, Boca Resort states the following. FACTS This is an action for patent infringement. Global Patent Holdings alleges that it “owns the full and exclusive right, title and interest in” the ’341 patent. (Complaint ¶ 1.) Boca Resort moved to dismiss the original complaint on the ground that the Plaintiff failed to state a claim of patent infringement under binding precedent of the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals. In its
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motion to dismiss, Boca Resort noted Plaintiff does not create inventions, manufacture products, or provide services but rather exists to enforce a patent it allegedly acquired from a string of assignees, a purpose Plaintiff has pursued with vigor. Boca Resort cited to a twelve-page law review article published by Plaintiff’s counsel in a highly public debate about the controversial practice that has commonly come to be known in the field of patent enforcement as “patent trolling.” Plaintiff does not deny the accuracy of Boca Resort’s description of Plaintiff’s “business” but takes umbrage at the label. Despite Plaintiff’s accusations otherwise, Boca Resort neither invented this term nor spawned the idea that it represents. Apparently retaliating for Boca Resort’s disclosure of truthful facts about the identity of its adversary, Plaintiff responded with allegations in its First Amended Complaint about Boca Resort’s alleged “ultimate owner” as follows: [Boca Resort’s] ultimate owner, The Blackstone Group LP, 345 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10154, manages funds of hedge funds and real estate funds, among other activities. Blackstone owns more than 1,400 hotels having a reported value of $24.7 billion, for which it states that it provides in-house operating expertise in every facet of the business, particularly Internet-related functions. In addition to being a financial advisor to Enron, Blackstone has been the promoter of a number of collateralized debt obligations funds (CDO’s) – the type of security which is at the heart of the subprime mortgage crisis. Blackstone Group has been reported by Forbes as having annual revenues of $8.7 billion on which it makes an annual profit of $2.3 billion. (First Amended Complaint ¶ 2.) Blackstone is not a party to the proceedings. Plaintiff also added to its complaint the following allegations concerning the original inventors of the ’341 patent: The co-inventors of the ’341 patent were Anthony Rozmanith and Dr. Neil Berinson. Anthony Rozmanith is 80 years old; Dr. Berinson is now deceased but is survived by his 70-year-old widow; both live on Social Security payments and minimal royalties from their licenses. Mr. Rozmanith suffers from diabetes and had no taxable income at all in 2006. Dr. Berinson’s widow, who suffers from neuropathy, colitis and arthritis
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of the hip and spine (as a result of which she is unable to walk without assistance), had a total of $18,100 in taxable income in 2006. (First Amended Complaint ¶ 1.) The inventors are not parties to the proceedings and are in no way involved in these proceedings as witnesses or otherwise. Then, citing to these allegations in its opposition to the motion to dismiss, Plaintiff casts itself and its counsel as the protector of individual rights against the proverbial oppressive corporation — as though Boca Resort were the one demanding $800,000 for using the Internet. Most disturbingly, Plaintiff tries to mislead the Court into believing the original inventors are the parties who seek enforcement of a patented invention and to collect royalties: In the end, Boca Resort comes down to the real purpose of its motion, which is to publicize a barrage of accusations that GPH and the inventors of the ’341 patent (and their counsel) are all “patent trolls,” in Boca Resort’s words, who cannot be permitted to enforce the patent because of “the public’s hostility” to their “offensive tactic” of seeking a license fee from infringers. No doubt a company like Blackstone (Boca Resort’s owner), which acted as financial advisor to Enron in one of the biggest financial scandals of our time ([First Amended Complaint] ¶ 2), has a right to be appalled by what it calls “offensive tactics” . . . of two aged individuals who have had the nerve to seek royalties for use of their invention. One cannot be too careful of 80-year-old inventors on Social Security or feeble 70-year-old widows ([First Amended Complaint] ¶ 1) – trolls, both of them. The fact of the matter, of course, is that Mr. Rozmanith and Dr. Berinson’s widow have a perfect legal right to assert their patent. . . . And they can do so even though Dr. Berinson’s widow does not operate a data transfer business from her wheelchair. . . . Denigrating the co-inventors, along with GPH and their counsel, as “patent trolls” is not only uncivil, it is grossly offensive coming from a party whose owner has its own history of dubious financial behavior, including involvement with Enron. (Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at pp. 12-13, emphasis added.) If true, then Plaintiff Global Patent Holdings is only masquerading as the real parties’ alter ego. In any event, Plaintiff’s inaccurate, misleading, and scandalous David and Goliath tale is told at the expense of persons not involved in this dispute.
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ARGUMENT A.



Plaintiff Discloses Highly Personal Information About the Inventors, Who are Not Parties to the Proceeding, In a Manner That Invades Their Privacy Without Justification and Is Offensive.



In its overzealousness to cast Plaintiff and its counsel as the defenders of the defenseless, Plaintiff has insensitively disclosed personal information about the health and financial affairs of the inventors, persons who are not parties to the proceedings and in no way involved in the proceedings. Plaintiff not only has acted with reckless disregard of those individuals’ privacy but also has used the information in its argument in a manner that is offensive to sensible persons and creates false pretenses. Despite Plaintiff’s arguments otherwise, in its motion to dismiss Boca Resort did not make accusations about the inventors of the ’341 patent, did not denigrate the inventors, did not call the inventors any names, and did not even mention the inventors except in passing. In Boca Resort’s view, the inventors are irrelevant to enforcement of the ’341 patent if in fact Global Patent Holdings “owns the full and exclusive right, title and interest” in the patent as alleged in the complaint. If not, then the case should be dismissed for failure to prosecute in the name of the real parties in interest. Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(a). Otherwise, the assertions in paragraph 1 of the First Amended Complaint concerning the inventors should be stricken as impertinent and highly personal information about non-parties that Plaintiff has used in a manner overstepping the bounds of decency. B.



Plaintiff’s Statements Disparaging Blackstone are Impertinent Because Blackstone is Not a Party and the Material Is Irrelevant to Patent Infringement Claims.



Plaintiff’s allegations about Blackstone have no connection whatsoever to this case, as Blackstone is not a party, Blackstone’s connection to Boca Resort as its alleged “ultimate owner” is attenuated at best, the statements do not reflect on Boca Resort, and they are immaterial to the subject matter of a patent infringement suit. Plaintiff justifies its allegations about Blackstone 4
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based on Boca Resort’s identification of Plaintiff as a patent troll. But the Plaintiff’s statements differ from Boca Resort’s statements in two material respects. First, Plaintiff is a party; Blackstone is not. Second, even if it were credible, responsible, and effective advocacy to argue Blackstone is responsible for the downfall of Enron or the current mortgage crisis, these characterizations are impertinent to Boca Resort and the hotel business, and the allegations have no connection to a patent infringement case. Plaintiff’s “business” with respect to patents is, however, germane to the subject matter of the suit. It is hypocritical for Plaintiff’s counsel to voluntarily inject himself into a public debate over the social value of patent trolls, reap the benefits of publicity from submitting his article for publication in a law journal, and then hurl false and inflammatory accusations at a litigant for citing to such scholarship in a patent infringement case. The two orders Plaintiff attached to its memorandum, in which federal courts have ordered that “patent troll” shall not be used in the presence of the jury, were entered in cases in an entirely different procedural posture than this case. In those cases, the claims of infringement had survived pre-trial proceedings and were actually going to trial. Here, the parties and claims are new to the Court. It is entirely appropriate for the Court to know who are the parties that appear before it in terms that are truthful, connected to the subject matter of the suit, and bear on the equities, especially when the plaintiff seeks equitable relief as Plaintiff does here. And Plaintiff can hardly complain now that it has made its own identity an issue by falsely implying in the First Amended Complaint that it and its counsel seek redress not for itself but on behalf of the original inventors of the patent.
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CONCLUSION Boca Resort respectfully requests that the Court strike the material quoted above from paragraphs 1 and 2 of the First Amended Complaint. In the alternative, the Court should dismiss the Complaint for failure to prosecute the action in the name of the real parties in interest. Date: February 14, 2008



S/ J. Douglas Baldridge J. Douglas Baldridge (Florida Bar No. 0708070) [email protected] Caroline Petro Gately (admitted pro hac vice) [email protected] VENABLE LLP 575 Seventh Street, N.W. Washington, DC 20004-1601 Telephone: (202) 344-4000 Fax: (202) 344-8300 S/ Benedict P. Kuehne Benedict P. Kuehne (Florida Bar No. 233293) [email protected] Susan Dmitrovsky (Florida Bar No. 0073296) [email protected] Law Office of Benedict P. Kuehne, P.A. Bank of America Tower 100 Southeast Second Street, Suite 3550 Miami, FL 33131-2154 Telephone: (305) 789-5989 Fax: (305) 789-5987 Counsel for Panthers BRHC L.L.C.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of February 2008, a copy of the foregoing was served by notice of electronic filing generated by CM/ECF on all counsel of record on the attached service list. S/ Benedict P. Kuehne Benedict P. Kuehne Service List Raymond P. Niro [email protected] Arthur A. Gasey [email protected] Paul C. Gibbons [email protected] Douglas M. Hall [email protected] Niro, Scavone, Haller & Niro 181 West Madison, Suite 4600 Chicago, IL 60602-4515 Telephone: (312) 236-0733 Fax: (312) 236-3137



Adam G. Heffner [email protected] Adam G. Heffner P.A. 1900 Northwest Corporate Boulevard Suite 301W Boca Raton, FL 33431 Telephone: (561) 241-5551 Fax: (561) 241-5699 Counsel for Global Patent Holdings, LLC



Counsel for Global Patent Holdings, LLC
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